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Love and Glory.

Noah, Alyssa and Morgan Trayhern; siblings bound by a tradition of family honor... and nearly ripped apart
by the tragic accusation that shadows their lives - and loves.

A Question of Honor.

Orders were orders, but battle-weary undercover agent Kit Anderson chafed at seeking refuge from death
threats in the house of her new boss, Coast Guard Lieutenant Noah Trayhern. Noah's cold authority masked
inner demons to rival her own; his rough kindness sliced through her careful defenses.

Suddenly her safe-house was under siege - from the inside - and the danger was to Kit's heart...
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From Reader Review A Question of Honor for online ebook

Alix says

3.5 stars.

Total guilty pleasure this book, because it's dated and not the best writing in the world and not an original
plot really, at all... and yet I return to it time and time again, and I've no idea why ;)

Reread: June 2013

Reread: December 2014

Reread: November 2016

Carolyn Jenkins says

Hardships Overcome as Love Grows

What a perfect hero! Give me a man like Noah! The story is suspenseful and exciting but also very
sentimental. The heroine gets the kind of man she deserves but only after overcoming several big obstacles.

Patricia Mattingly says

A Question of Honor

You get to know Noah Trayhern the brother of Morgan and his different path in the military and I can't wait
read about his sister.

Susan says

An oldie but goodie. This is one of the few LM books I hadn't read until now, and the first of the Trayhern
books. I loved both Kit and Noah. Kit had been an undercover agent for five years before being assigned to
work with Noah's Coast Guard unit to help identify a drug lord. She is burned out and wants nothing more
than to get out of the drug related stuff. When she meets Noah he is obviously not happy to have a woman
working for him. But she is good at standing up for herself and makes sure he knows she will do her job.
When they find out she has had a contract put out on her, Noah takes her to his home to keep her safe. She is
uncomfortable at first because she is attracted to Noah and doesn't want to give that away. The more time
they spend together the more relaxed they become. Noah is able to help her deal with the memories and
trauma of the last five years. Noah was sure that Kit had been assigned to him as a way to mess up his career.
His brother is missing in Vietnam and accused of being a traitor. As a result Noah and his sister are given a
very hard time in their careers. Noah comes to realize that Kit also has things to deal with. In helping her he



finds a greater peace of his own. When they discover how close they have gotten they also realize that, until
this operation is over they won't be able to give in to their love. I loved the way that Kit and Noah were able
to help heal each other. Even though the book is more than twenty years old it still felt real the entire time I
was reading it. LM has a way of pulling me into every story she writes.

Alison says

Have read this series many many many times!

Hildegart says

One of McKenna's earlier romances. I still think her earlier ones were some of her better books.

Susan says

I chose this book because it kept coming up on my "recommended for you" e-lending list at the library and
I'm hoping now it will go away. Total cheesefest, but I figured it would be going into it. Quick, easy read not
requiring a lot of thought. I'm one of those OCD people who likes to finish a series when I start it, but I
haven't been able to convince myself to move on with this one just yet.

Gee says

Read in Love and Glory, an 3-in-1 anthology with the first three books in this series.


